
Vacanze di Natale 2011

24 dicembre 2011 - 06 gennaio 2012



It's Christmas, i'm so exited!I asked Santa to bring me a videogame.In the other presents I found a globe that floats thanks 

to energy produced by a metal dome.
The dome is electric so it's the electromagnetism that makes it float and it seems like magic!Then I found some  socks 

with guitars on it.Then Savanna (my new big australian sister)gave me a swimming costume from Australia I was so 

happy.My aunt Elisabetta gave me some money I was very extra-happy.Then my grandma gave me 50€ and I was 

extra-exited!At 11.30 I went to sleep.And I went away in the world of dreams
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Today I went to my aunt Antonella and I played with my cousins.We had great fun.We helped in the kitchen,We took the 

dog outside and then we ate.After this we opened the presents and watched a film.Then we went to see Dhalo my mum's 

old horse.He is so cute so strong and very fast, faster then the lightning
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Today we went with the carvellini(short skies)at 5 Torri and col gallina.We played a team slayer snow ball fight and went 

into some groves and Gianluigi fell exactly 13 times and I just 5 we all brust into laughter like hysterics.
Then we all went into a restaurant.
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Today we went to Ra Valles in Tofana and went in every slope,even the Forcella Rossa! When we saw it we all made 

dietro-front and tried to save us!
We were so scared that we paralized ourselves!!!!!
When we where down we made a really big puff and said"phew,we made it!"
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Today I saw the pan e vin(a really big mountain of wood with an old wood lady on top of it)with my uncle Paolo my 

mum and some other friends.we saw the lady being burned by a staff member.After this we went to my uncle Fabio to 

eat cotechino with lentils(that I didn't eat because I wasn't hungry).And played a card game called ruba-mazzetto.
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